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ABSTRACT

This contribution deals with a new multi-microphone algo-
rithm for joint acoustic echo cancellation (AEC) and noise
reduction (NR). It is known that microphone arrays are use-
ful to suppress the far-end speaker signal, if the AEC is not
converged. Solutions based on adaptive beamformers are
especially suited to adjust themselves to the noise field gen-
erated by the loudspeaker of a hands-free system. How-
ever, they have some problems with signal cancellation and
potential interaction between the AEC and the beamformer
which leads to a poor performance of the AEC. We propose
a new approach with a partly adaptive beamformer which
can be modified within two special cases: A superdirective
beamformer and an adaptive beamformer which only be-
comes active as long as the AEC is diverged, e.g. after a
modification of the echo path impulse response. We will
introduce a criterion based on the convergence of the AEC
to steer the switching between both beamformers. In order
to avoid a sudden exchange of the beamformer coefficients,
the new scheme interpolates between ‘old’ and ‘new’ coef-
ficients and enables a smooth crossover by this.

1. INTRODUCTION

In hands-free speech communication, we have to face the
following fundamental problems:

� Acoustic echoes introduced by the loudspeaker of the
hands-free system.

� Additive disturbances with unknown statistics and spa-
tial coherence.

� Linear distortion of the desired signal by reverbera-
tion.

The ideal solution to suppress acoustic echoes is the AEC.
Depending on the acoustic environment, the adaptive filter
has to be very long. This results into slow convergence of
the AEC. In order to support the AEC during initial con-
vergence, an adaptive beamformer can be used. It provides

additional echo attenuation as it is capable to adapt itself
to the noise field which is generated by the loudspeaker of
the hands-free system and the environmental noise sources.
However, an adaptive beamformer requires a reliable voice
activity detection (VAD) to prevent signal cancellation [1].
Furthermore, using an adaptive beamformer does not allow
arbitrary setups with an AEC, since rapidly changing filters
heavily disrupt the AEC’s convergence, if the beamformer
is in the front. Several ways have been proposed to avoid
this problem [2, 3].

In order to address the problem of noise reduction in en-
closures, we can use a superdirective beamformer designed
for a spherically isotropic noise field, since the noise-field
in reverberant, mid-sized rooms tends to be diffuse [4]. Ad-
ditionally, the beamformer has some capabilities for dere-
verberation of the desired speech signal [5].

Therefore, we have two different beamformers which
are good choices for different specific situations: An adap-
tive beamformer which provides echo attenuation as long as
the AEC is not converged, or a superdirective beamformer
to reduce reverberation and diffuse noise when the AEC
works properly. Hence, we suggest to switch between these
two limiting cases depending on the adaptation status of the
AEC. This is a robust solution for a simple and efficient
beamformer design which leads to a high quality of speech.

In order to get the status of the AEC’s adaptation we es-
timate the Echo Return Loss Enhancement (ERLE). This
can be done by using two estimation methods which are
well known within different contexts: The minimum statis-
tics estimation method that was proposed for robust spectral
estimation [6] and the delay coefficients method which was
originally used for the step-size control of an AEC [7]. The
suggested ERLE-estimation is described in section 2.

Since a ‘hard switching’ of the beamformer coefficients
might introduce some undesired artifacts, we propose a slid-
ing linear interpolation of the coefficients of the two lim-
iting beamformer designs which both fulfill the Minimum
Variance Distortionless Response design rule (MVDR) [8].
In section 3, we will show that a linear interpolation of two
beamformers’ coefficients does not corrupt the constraint



of the undistorted look direction. A cross-fade of the co-
efficients results in a beamformer with a mixed spatial and
spectral behaviour.

Section 4 shortly illustrates the general conditions for
the simulations with the new combined structure. Some re-
sults will be given as well. In section 5, we conclude the
paper.

2. ERLE ESTIMATION

Our proposal to switch the beamformer coefficients depend-
ing on the adaptation status of the AEC is based on the es-
timation of the ERLE. When the ERLE is low we switch
to the adaptive beamformer in order to achieve additional
echo attenuation. As long as the ERLE suffices and the
AEC works properly the combined system employs a su-
perdirective beamformer. Unfortunately the ERLE is not
accessible separately; it is defined by
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the expectation operator. The signals are illustrated in figure
1. The filter that models the Room Impulse Response (RIR)
is included in the time-variant coefficient vector � � �
	�� . The
compensation filter in the AEC is described by the coef-
ficient vector !�"� �
	�� . We introduce a delay of # �%$�&
samples into the echo path to apply the delay coefficients
method. We define the system mismatch vector as
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Thus, the power of the residual echo can be estimated by���������
	��� 0 2�354 �
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	��� . Ambient noise D �
	�� and
– in periods of double talk – near-end speech E �
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terfere with the echo signal
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estimate the ERLE. Again, we suppose a white excitation
signal ) �
	�� . Therefore, the energy of the echo path impulse
response is
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that the interfering signals D �
	�� and E �
	�� are not correlated
with ) �
	�� . Hence, an estimated value for
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rise in periods of double talk, since we must use the mi-
crophone signal F �
	�� instead of the echo signal
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	��
. If

we suppose a negligible ambient noise level, the lapse of
the estimation of

+ + �/� �
	��-+ + � , 2IHJ4 �
	�� , will show short peaks
in periods of double talk due to the additive ‘disturbing’
near-end speech signal E �
	�� . Whereas the desired quotient

Figure 1: Signal model of a combined structure with a
multi-channel AEC-unit in front of a beamformer.
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the echo path alters slowly as well. So, the influence of E �
	��
on
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can be suppressed by using the minimum statis-
tics estimation method [6] on

2KHJ4 �
	��
which is well suited to

suppress short rising peaks. In our algorithm the ‘memory
window’ was set to a length of L s which suffices to suppress
even long and rather stationary periods of near-end speech.
The window is updated every
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leads to the estimated ERLE. Note
that we compute all signal powers by a first-order IIR filter��� ) � �
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The factor
X

was set to correspond to a time constant of$�&
ms. Figure 2 shows the lapse of the estimated ERLE

compared to the actual ERLE measured in our simulation
environment. We have simulated a RIR with a distance ofV

m between the far-end speaker’s loudspeaker and the mi-
crophone. The reverberation time \J]^� was set to

VJ&�&
ms (we

employed the image method by Allen and Berkley [10]). In
order to enable a quick adaptation of the AEC (512 adap-
tive coefficients), we used an Affine Projection Algorithm
(APA, [11]) with a projection order of 4. We switched on a
step-size control as proposed in [7] after 70,000 samples to
obtain robustness against double talk.

The RIR was modified after 55,000 samples. The inter-
mediate decay of the ERLE can be seen clearly in both plots
in figure 2. The far-end speaker pauses at 40,000 and 90,000
samples which results in short collapses of the actually mea-
sured ERLE. The estimation of the ERLE is frozen when the
far-end speech signal power becomes too low. The near-end
speaker, who is active between sample 80,000 and 100,000,
does not disturb the ERLE estimation notedly. Although the



estimation does not follow the actual ERLE curve precisely,
it enables a reliable estimation of the AEC’s adaptation sta-
tus.
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Figure 2: ERLE (A) and estimated ERLE (B) measured
at an AEC. There is a sudden modification of the RIR at
55,000 samples. A near-end speaker is active between sam-
ple 80,000 and 100,000. The far-end speaker pauses at
40,000 and 90,000 samples.

3. COEFFICIENT INTERPOLATION

As we could see in section 2, the proposed method for es-
timating the ERLE delivers results which allow a switch-
ing of beamformer coefficients depending on the adaptation
status of the AEC. According to figure 2, for example, we
would invent a threshold of L & dB for the estimated ERLE.
Below the threshold we switch on the adaptive beamformer
and above of it we stop the adaptation and switch to the su-
perdirective coefficients. Since the beamformer as well as
the time delay compensation (see figure 1) work in the fre-
quency domain, we could exchange the coefficients abruptly
between two succeeding signal blocks. However, depending
on the speech signal this might result into undesired arti-
facts. Instead, we interpolate the complex beamformer co-
efficients using a first-order IIR filter as shown in equation
(6) at each discrete frequency index D . In the following, we
point out that the constraint of a distortionless look direction
within the MVDR design rule is not corrupted by this.

Let
� � D � be the ��� V frequency dependent vector

� � D �(��� � � � D ���-�-�-�	����
 ;=< � D ���� (7)

of a beamformer’s coefficients.
�
? � D � is the D -th complex

filter coefficient in the frequency domain of the � -th micro-
phone channel. � is the number of microphones. We con-
sider two separately designed coefficient vectors:

�
����� � D � : Superdirective beamformer.

�
������� � D � : Adaptive MVDR beamformer in an open-
loop architecture with continuous estimation of the
cross power spectrum densities between the micro-
phone signals.

An interpolated beamformer possesses the coefficient vec-
tor

��� ��� � D � . The new vector has to fulfill the constraint for
a distortionless look direction
 ;=<> ?
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We perform the coefficient interpolation according to
� � ��� � D �(� �CV �!#�� � ����� � D � 8 # � ��� � D � (9)

with
&%$&#'$ V

. By inserting the rows of (9) into (8), we
can see that any linear combination of MVDR beamformers
leads to a beamformer with a distortionless response in the
look direction:
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Beam pattern C in figure 3 illustrates the behaviour of a
new interpolated beamformer. We employed a linear array
of four microphones in endfire steering to 4 with a spacing
of 5 cm at a sampling frequency of 6 kHz. The properties
of the interpolated beamformer seem to result from the two
primary beamformers.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS

In the proposed combined system we employ separate AECs
for each of the four microphone channels in front of the
beamformer (The dashed structure in fig. 1 indicates the ad-
ditional AECs). Each AEC is based on the same reference
channel. The fast fourier transformation (FFT) for a fast
convolution in the frequency domain is executed by an ex-
tended overlap-add structure (OLA) for filtering with time-
variant, non-causal impulse responses. The FFT-length ac-
counts to 5 V L with a hopsize of

V L�6 . For the simulations, we
have used AECs with AP algorithms as described in section
2.

Plot 4.A shows the ERLEs which were measured at the
beamformer-unit. There is no double talk in the selected pe-
riod but the four RIRs between the loudspeaker and each mi-
crophone change abruptly at 60,000 samples. Since the esti-
mated ERLE falls below the chosen threshold of L & dB (see
plot 4.B), the adaptive beamformer is turned on and the su-
perdirective coefficients are interpolated towards the adap-
tive coefficients. In these periods with misaligned AECs,
we can see that the adaptive beamformer (dashed line in
plot 4.A) delivers about 5 dB of additional ERLE compared
to the superdirective beamformer (solid line). The adaptive
beamformer supports the AECs at the beginning and after
the modification of the RIRs.
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Figure 3: Beam pattern of a superdirective beamformer (A),
an optimally designed beamformer (B), and linear interpo-
lation between them with

#G�9&NM � 5 (C).

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this contribution, we have proposed a simple and effec-
tive combined structure with a multi-channel AEC-unit in
front of a partly adaptive beamformer which is controlled
by the AECs’ adaptation status. In order to gather the adap-
tation status, we have introduced a reliable way to estimate
the ERLE. In the system, an adaptive beamformer can sup-
port the AEC-unit in periods of misalignment. Furthermore,
we can exploit the benefits of a superdirective beamformer,
when the AEC-unit works properly.
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